
Nuclear Issues:
A Rhode Island 
Perspective

Here is where your 
presentation begins



Background & 
Beyond the Bomb
Beyond the Bomb is focused on 
preventing nuclear war and mitigating 
the harm already caused by the system 
that supports nuclear weapons. 

Key issues include: j

● No first use 
● Radiation exposure compensation
● Stopping missile modernization

One of the keys to their approach is 
intersectionality.





Research Questions

Awareness

How aware are Rhode Islanders (ages 15-35) about nuclear weapons? 
What knowledge do they have about nuclear issues?

Interest

How interested are Rhode Island residents in nuclear weapons? 
What areas of justice are they most interested in?

Engagement

What are the most effective mediums and messages for increasing 
engagement with nuclear weapons issues in Rhode Island?
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Limitations
The biggest limitation in this study was 
sample size.

● Focus group consisted of 5 people 
found directly from Sarah and 
Gabe’s networks.

● Survey has <30 responses (so far!).
● Demographics: population is 

mostly white, female, and liberal.



Focus Group

Held hour-long focus group 
via Zoom with 5 participants 
from Rhode Island.
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Key Findings

Sole Authority RECA Understanding

Distrust in certain 
leaders being primarily 

responsible for launching 
a nuclear attack

A lack of understanding 
about the purpose of 

the Radiation Exposure 
Compensation Act.

Financial Angle

Most of the social justice 
interests stated by 

participants surrounded 
money.
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Sole Authority 
Concerns Trump 
No First Use

“Whose hands is it going to end up 
in? Like Obama? Yeah. I hope that 
he probably knew when to use it 
and when not to. But if Trump has 
the button, I'm like, mm, I'm going 
to go hide out in a bunker.”
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RECA*: Just 
Throwing Money 
at a Larger Issue?

*Radiation Exposure Compensation Act, 
set to expire in July 2022

“It's like just sort of throwing money 
at a problem that it's not really 
going to solve. I mean, maybe it 
would help, I don't know, but it 
doesn't feel like that would be as 
effective. ”
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Intersectionality: 
All About the 
Money

“I'm totally transparent.” 

“I think like the housing crisis and 
homelessness. It's like really, really bad.” 

“I think funding for programs for children 
with disabilities and stuff. ”



Survey

“Please list three words or 
phrases you most closely 

associate with the topic of 
nuclear weapons.”
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Networking
Leveraged Sarah and Gabe’s social networks.

Cold Emailing
Emailed RI organizations and nonprofits.

Sticker Campaign
Posted stickers in highly trafficked areas of RI.

Distribution



Has the war in Ukraine changed your 
level of awareness of nuclear weapons?

60% of people said the war 
in Ukraine has made them at 
least somewhat more aware
of nuclear weapons.

Key Finding #1: Ukraine



Nuclear weapons spending

Please indicate how important the following issues are to you.

Nuclear war

Radiation exposure

Nuclear terrorism

Key Finding #2: Personal Agency



I can do something to get us closer to 
a world without nuclear weapons.

-Agree-

Somewhat or 
strongly 
disagree

-Disagree-

Neither agree 
nor disagree

Somewhat or 
strongly agree

Although they find nuclear issues important, most people feel they have no agency.

-Neutral-

20%

56%
24%



My state's political representatives 
can do something to get us closer to 
a world without nuclear weapons.

-Agree-

Somewhat or 
strongly disagree

-
Disagree-

Neither agree 
nor disagree

Somewhat or 
strongly agree -Neutral-

48% 36%

16%

-Agree-

Somewhat or 
strongly disagree

-
Disagree-

Neither agree 
nor disagree

Somewhat or 
strongly agree

-Neutral-

12%
4%

84%

The President can do something 
to get us closer to a world without 

nuclear weapons.

Rhode Islanders don’t connect their representatives to nuclear issues even though….



…RI representatives are influential in nuclear legislation.

-Senator- -
Jack Reed-

-Representative-
-James Langevin-

-Senator Sheldon-
-Whitehouse-

Chairman, Senate 
Armed Services 

Committee

Senior member, 
House Armed Services 

and Homeland 
Security Committees

*(not seeking another term)

Introduced the 
American Nuclear 
Infrastructure Act

in 2020 



Takeaways

Trust in authority 

Interest in social issues
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Trust in Authority

Public trust in the government is at an all 
time low, so many people are more 

concerned with the President’s power 
over nuclear weapons. 



Please indicate your level of interest:

The level of interest

in nuclear issues

is the lowest. 

Social Issues in Rhode Island:



Questions?
Thank you Raeghn and BTB!


